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By Mohammed ben Musa

Cambridge Library Collection, United Kingdom, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 142
mm. Language: English Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Mohammed ben Musa (c.780-
c.850) was a Persian mathematician and astronomer. The word algebra derives from his
Compendious Book on Calculation by Completion and Balancing, which introduced modern
algebraic methods. First published in 1831, this translation from Arabic into English was prepared
by the German orientalist Friedrich August Rosen (1805-37). The key algebraic methods introduced
are reduction, completion and balancing. To reduce an equation is to change an expression to a
simpler form; completion is to remove a negative quantity from one side of the equation and add it
to the other; and balancing is to cancel like terms on opposite sides of the equation. An account is
also given of solving polynomial equations up to the second degree. Rosen s introduction and notes
accompany the translation, which remains relevant in the history of mathematics.
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A whole new eBook with a brand new point of view. It is really simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent of the publication. I am just e ortlessly can get a
delight of looking at a written ebook.
-- Ma r ia no Gleichner-- Ma r ia no Gleichner

Thorough guide for ebook lovers. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Its been designed in an remarkably straightforward way
which is simply soon after i finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, affect the way i think.
-- Gunner  La ba die-- Gunner  La ba die
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